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Persephone by Rita Bhattacharjee 

I 
Faces break on cobbled sidewalks in the cold light of day— 
their festering loneliness safely tucked under Pierrette masks. 
 
Kohl-shrouded eyes harbor drowned sorrows gasping to resurface. 
Ruby lips mask the blue venom of forked words. 
Pristine, frilly hearts unzip to bare maggot thoughts. 
 
In this urban wasteland— 
Persephone waits to return with spring flowers in her hair. 
 
II 
It was the night when men turned into beasts—lurking at street corners, hiding in plain 
sight. 
Gargoyles clawed out my guts with steel-tipped talons, feasting on flesh,  
each of my wounds, a vagina oozing blood. 
 
Crucified on the cold road, I lay shivering naked, 
longing for the warmth of electric flames— 
a witch burned at stake for being a woman, 
for going out at night 
for having a dream 
for being there. 
 
III 
The woman with flowers in her hair 
  stands atop a hill 
  waiting to jump 
  down to annihilation 
  down to oblivion 
  down to freedom. 
 
The woman with flowers in her hair 
  spreads her arms 
  takes the plunge 
  up she soars 
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  up like a bird 
  up into the blue sky. 
 
IV 
In a world where fresh cadavers are served up every day,  
vigils die a flickering death by candle light,  
Not a word is spoken as dreams lie splattered in blood, 
do I desire yet another resurrection? 
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